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A groundbreaking introduction to traditional Taoist practice & culture, providing Western

seekers with broad insight into the training, activities, community, & mindset of Taoism as

experienced in China.

"In an age when the word 'Taoist' is thrown in front of everything from sex manuals to

cookbooks, this volume is unique: a factual, straightforward account of how to get started being

a Taoist." --Ian Johnson, The Wall Street Journal "There is definitely room and necessity for

a volume such as this, as it introdcues the practical, religious aspects of Daoism to a broader

American audience. I think it will make an important contribution to the better understanding of

Daoism in the U.S. and help both scholars and practitioners alike."--Livia Kohn, Boston

University "Brock Silvers has produced a 'tour de force,' a first-time attempt to make the

practice of religious Taoism available to readers of the English language."--Michael Saso,

University of Hawaii - ManoaFrom the AuthorThanks to everyone for supporting The Taoist

Manual, and especially to those people who have kindly posted their reviews, comments, &

suggestions. I hope the book succeeded in imparting additional insight into Taoist practice &

culture. Over time Independent Resellers began to unreasonably gouge interested readers,

and it shouldn't cost a fortune to learn about Taoism. Thus we've now released a very low-cost

kindle version, and I hope that everyone will continue to enjoy the book and to keep it handy on

their favorite e-reader!From the Back CoverThe Taoist Manual is an extensive, detailed guide to

basic Taoist practice, helping the modern reader to develop a lifestyle based upon traditional

Taoism. Individual chapters explain basic Taoist ideas and describe 200+ deities of the Taoist

pantheon. The Taoist Manual then leads the reader in the creation of a working Taoist altar,

and in exploring fundamental Taoist activities and culture. Finally, The Taoist Manual makes

suggestions regarding Taoist pilgrimage sites and the further continuation of Taoist study.

Beautifully illustrated with 175+ color images, The Taoist Manual provides invaluable

assistance to anyone interested in the practical application of traditional Taoism to modern,

Western circumstances.About the AuthorBrock Silvers is an independent scholar & researcher

focused on Taoism as a traditional religion. He has lived in China for 20+ years and speaks

fluent Chinese. He's also left dusty footprints at innumerable Taoist sites across China & the

world.  His next book, a sequel to The Taoist Manual, will be available in 2016!Read more
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Trigrams pavilion – Purple Sheep PalaceSichuan ProvinceHERE AT FIRST GLANCE is a

strange book: a primer on how to live like a Taoist. Strange because many people nowadays

assume that they know all about Taoism—it is the religion of going with the flow, yin and yang,

and water wearing down stone. Not only do most Western bookstores have a seemingly

endless array of books with the word “Tao” or “Dao” in the title, but Taoism would not seem in

need of a manual—isn’t it basically just about following your instincts?The answer is “no,” and

the assumptions behind it explain why this book is so desperately needed. That’s because few

religions are as misunderstood as Taoism, which in its Chinese homeland is routinely criticized

as embodying “feudal superstition” and abroad is the subject of all sorts of fantasies that we



have projected upon it.In China, the Taoist religion has been on the defensive for centuries,

culminating in its very near extinction doing the Cultural Revolution. As China’s only indigenous

religion, it suffered arguably more than any other major religion. China’s humiliation in the 19th

century led to a growing insecurity about the value of its culture and traditions. Taoism took the

brunt of this self-loathing, with its beliefs publicly denigrated and the subject of government

campaigns against superstition. (By contrast, the other major religions practiced in China —

Islam, Buddhism and Christianity— had powerful patrons in neighboring countries. The fact

that they were “world religions” gave them a veneer of respectability that Taoism, which was

“only” practiced in China, did not possess.) During the Cultural Revolution, all religions in China

suffered, but since that time Taoism has benefited from the least outside support in its recovery

and the attacks against it have received the least attention. Consider the situation today in

Beijing, where half a dozen Christian churches operate officially, versus just two Taoist

temples, one of which (the Fire God Temple on Finance Street) the government threatens to

close every year or two. This, don’t forget, is in a city of 12 million that used to have hundreds

of Taoist temples before the communist takeover in 1949.Beyond physical attacks, Taoism is

often ridiculed in China as not really a religion. Educated people in China (and abroad as well)

routinely say that Taoism might be a philosophy, but it’s certainly not a “real” religion. As for

people praying in Taoist temples, they’re following folk practices, not religious precepts. What

this line of argumentation neglects is that every religion spans a broad range of beliefs and

practices. No one would argue that Catholic Christianity isn’t a religion because it

encompasses both the philosophical works of St. Augustine and the folk beliefs of rosary

beads.Outside China, Taoism is to a degree being killed by kindness. Every sort of well-

meaning New Ager seems to have tried to translate the Daodejing (Tao Te Jing) or is writing a

book on the tao of this or that. Many of these books are legitimate efforts at divining a difficult

and at times obscure religion, but many reduce that religion to a commodity, the latest

ingredient for the cultural consumer to add to the goulash of modern spiritual life.Brock Silvers

takes a different approach: he takes Taoism seriously. In other words, he treats it for what it is—

a religion with roots in China but enough appeal to be relevant abroad. Instead of trying to twist

Taoism into something it is not, he does what—and this is amazing when one thinks of it—no

one has done before. He gives simple, clear and well-grounded explanations for how to live

more like a traditional Taoist. In other words, this isn’t an easy book about getting in touch with

yourself; it’s about the rigor necessary to do so. For, as any practitioner of a religion or spiritual

practice knows, enlightenment requires discipline and structure.On a deeper level, this book is

a testament to Taoism’s universality. Like any new cultural phenomenon in the West, it started

as something exotic and light, a fun alternative to dreary Western religions, with their rules and

regulations. Now, in a sign of its staying power in the West, it has entered a new phase: the

desire for authenticity. Along with the growth of Taoist studies at universities around the world,

this means that a growing (although percentagewise still small) number of Taoist texts are

being translated into Western languages, making it possible for practitioners to come into direct

contact with the religion’s main teachings. Now, thanks to Mr. Silvers, we have a textbook on

how to practice it—the nitty gritty details of how to set up an altar, find statues and navigate the

seemingly bewildering pantheons of gods and demons.This development is good news for

Taoism’s expansion abroad, and maybe also for its fate back in China. To date, most of the

minimal overseas support that Taoism in China has enjoyed has come from Southeast Asia. In

years to come, the religion’s growing popularity in the West may likewise offer a new fount of

support. It might seem odd, but for Taoism in China, nothing could be more effective than for

Westerners to treat Taoism seriously. If we respect Taoism, perhaps the authorities back in



China will do so too.The practice of Taoism is still in its infancy in the West and is still

recovering back in China. During this crucial time, Mr. Silvers does the religion a great service

by laying out the basics and making it possible for Westerners to practice Taoism in an

authentic form. This isn’t to say that Taoism won’t change in the West—every religion changes

when it encounters new cultures—but this book makes it possible for such interaction to

happen without losing Taoism’s essence.Ian JohnsonJuly, 2004Chapter 1 — Being a

TaoistInitiation Platform – White Cloud MonasteryBeijing City1.1 Taoism in the WestTAOISM IS

A TRADITION in resurgence. A few decades ago it was close to extinction, after more than a

century of Chinese civil war, turmoil, and extreme government repression. Western scholars

feared for the very survival of this ancient and influential religion. Recent years have brought

respite, and now Taoists once again roam China’s holiest mountains, and novices and

practitioners crowd its Taoist temples. Parts of the broad-based Taoist tradition may

unfortunately have been lost, but Taoism itself seems poised to survive well into the

foreseeable future.One important aspect of Taoism’s remarkable revival is its significant

influence upon Western culture. Not only are the West’s Traditional Chinese Medical schools

and internal martial arts schools filled to capacity, but our corporate executives read books on

the tao of business, and the yin-yang symbol has been broadly adopted by our counter-cultural

youth. We recognize the tao, and individual aspects of Taoism, all around us now. They have

permeated the basic fabric of our Western society and civilization.In such a climate, it is only

natural that many people in our culture today want to achieve a deeper understanding of

traditional Taoism, or to actually become Taoists. Taoism, they believe, will enhance their lives,

careers, relationships, and practices, or will fill the spiritual void so prevalent throughout much

of the modern West. Their instincts are right. Taoism does hold out such prizes to those who

would seek it, learn it, and join it.Unfortunately, however, becoming an authentic Taoist, or even

acquiring a serious knowledge regarding Taoism, is not a simple proposition in the West.

Simply put, many people in the West confuse activities beloved by Taoists for activities that

define Taoists (see Chapter 1.3 – What is a Taoist?). A general lack of awareness concerning

this distinction significantly hampers the development of Taoist communities in the West.

Before serious Western Taoist communities can develop, there needs to be an

acknowledgement that participation in the authentic Taoist tradition will require people to go

beyond any individual practice favored by Taoists.Complicating the problem is Taoism’s purely

Chinese origins. All of Taoism’s source texts are written in Classical Chinese. Almost all of

Taoism’s religious centers and communities are located in Asia. Very few traditionally trained

Taoists live in the West, so authentic teachers are as rare and hard to find as are the Taoist

Peaches of Immortality. To make matters worse, more than a few people have taken advantage

of this dearth of opportunities for authentic Taoist study and training to pass off their own

fraudulent or un-Taoist ideas upon an unsuspecting public. Many of the popular ‘Taoist’ books

read by Westerners today are fictitious tales passed off as legitimate biography, physical

exercises with no grounding in actual Taoist tradition, etc.Unless one can speak Chinese, read

Classical Chinese, and has the money, opportunity, and general hardiness to travel widely

throughout remote Asia, can one become a serious student of traditional Taoism, or even

become a true Taoist? As with any spiritual tradition, genuine Taoist achievement requires a

willing heart, long and constant practice, and unshakable dedication. Even with those

attributes, success may or may not come, depending upon the abilities and fate of the

practitioner. Some Taoists work very hard for decades to achieve even the barest minimum of

success, and thereby consider themselves highly blessed.There will be some Westerners who

nonetheless believe that Taoism is their destined path or their fate. They are to be admired for



their desire, their courage, and their determination. For these people, this book provides an

outline for basic Taoist practice. This book will discuss the practical nature of Taoism, and will

provide specific, detailed suggestions for starting to practice and study many fundamental

Taoist activities. This book will also go on to explain how Taoists commonly apply this training

to their daily lives.No book can lead an individual to the final goal of extensive, authentic Taoist

knowledge and experience. Only a qualified Taoist teacher could help you to accomplish that

life-changing task. Even then, most of the work would have to be done within the seeker’s own

heart and energy. Given the lack of serious training available to Western students of Taoism,

however, this book hopes to fill a huge void. It will help any willing student to begin walking

along a genuine Taoist path, whether that path leads to greater knowledge of Taoism or to

becoming an authentic, traditional Taoist. Armed with the guidance in this book, any dedicated

student will be able to proceed along a significant portion of that path, and will be able to

understand and create a more Taoist lifestyle and environment for themselves. As the reader

progresses, this book also provides specific suggestions regarding how to continue your

journey, and how to continue to expand, refine, and elevate your Taoist practice.You have

started along an ancient path that has brought great beauty, wisdom, peace, and satisfaction to

countless generations of people. May all such aspirants meet good fortune, and may the Taoist

pantheon unfold our paths before us and fulfill our deepest dreams and desires! If our destinies

permit and our wills are strong, may we all meet on the sacred shores of the Taoist island of

Penglai!1.2 What is Taoism?During the late 19th Century, Western academia discovered

Taoism. It unfortunately assumed the prejudices of early missionary scholars and translators

and even those of Chinese society and government, and these prejudices helped keep

academia from investigating Taoism’s true nature for many decades. Buddhism was regarded

as the ‘high road,’ while Taoism was seen as an amalgamation of superstition, folk religion,

senseless magic, and ossified ritual. Academics, then and now, generally avoid subjects that

their peers find to be devoid of value. Such was the unfortunate case with most of the Taoist

tradition. The one part of the tradition that was thought to be sufficiently worthy of attention was

Taoist philosophy. This philosophy contained none of the overt or obvious superstition, magic,

or ritual that populated the rest of Taoism. So the works of authors like Laozi and Zhuangzi

(and a very few others) were translated and dissected. Divorced from the remainder of the

Taoist tradition, however, these works were often taken out of context. Moreover, decades of

isolation from the Taoist tradition have served to give many people in the West the incorrect

idea that Taoism is merely a naturalistic, quietist, non-religious philosophy!Over the last several

decades, however, scholars and academics have finally awakened to the organic whole of

Taoist tradition. What does that tradition entail? Despite a wide variety of lineal, geographic,

and personal variations, Taoist traditions commonly include:A worldview that sees everything in

terms of flowing energy or qi. The natural, balanced, changing flow of universal qi is seen as

the tao;The veneration of a large, diverse, and ever-changing pantheon of deities;A large,

active infrastructure of temples, monasteries, religious institutions, and officials;Ritual initiation

as an inviolable entrance requirement;A large and ancient corpus of ritual and

prayer;Countless types of meditation and alchemy (both internal and external);World-renowned

mystic philosophy;An official religious canon, last compiled in 1444-1445 during the reign of the

Ming Emperor Zhengtong, consisting of thousands of volumes;An extensive religious calendar

based upon a lunar system;Magic, exorcism, and similar activities;Internal martial arts and

energy healing;A wide variety of cultural customs and requirements;And much more!There are

still people who will insist that Taoism can be divided into two schools: the Religious and the

Philosophic. This is simply incorrect. While some Taoists may be especially attracted to either



philosophic introspection or to religious ritual, all Taoists engage in both types of activity.

Taoism holds that its religious activities are mere applications of its philosophic beliefs. It is only

because of the incomplete or slanted works of early scholars and translators that the West was

fooled into thinking that such a division ever existed! There was never a ‘parting of the way’ as

earlier generations of misguided Western scholars claimed. Taoist philosophy or ritual, taken in

absolute isolation, loses its connection to that tradition, and is no longer TaoistHow then can

we reconcile the seemingly non-religious message contained in a book like Laozi’s Dao De

Jing with the religious and ritual demands of the authentic Taoist tradition? The first thing to

remember is that the Dao De Jing is only one of thousands of books that comprise the Taoist

Canon (see Chapter 3.2 – The Canon). It would be a mistake to take any one book from within

the Canon and to attempt to extrapolate from that single book general truths about Taoism as a

whole. The Taoist tradition is too ancient, too great, and too broad for that. Moreover, as

initiates, Taoists possess an understanding of the books within their Canon that often differs

from common Taoist understandings. Such understandings are often passed through the

teaching of what are called ‘oral secrets’ (koujue). Whereas non-initiates in the West often see

an innocuous literary passage concerning political affairs or philosophical outlook, Taoists may

often have a radically different interpretation that includes information about practices or

rituals.For example, the Dao De Jing speaks of ‘preserving the One,’ and Taoists have

understood this as the basis for a wide variety of specific and sometimes complex meditation

and cultivation techniques. Non-initiated Western readers of the Dao De Jing will probably be

unaware of these Taoist activities.Taoists believe that Laozi was not only a man who wrote an

important book, he is a deity that Taoists have worshipped since the very beginnings of Taoism.

Since that time, Taoists believe they have received countless visitations and messages from

the deified Laozi, all of which contribute to the general Taoist understanding of the works left to

us by the temporarily human Laozi. Celestial Master Taoism was originally founded upon one

of these supernatural visitations from Laozi in 142 A.D.!The overall individual goal of Taoism is

to unite the Taoist with his or her true, original nature. This can be seen in purely philosophical

terms, but that would not accurately or fully depict Taoism’s traditional goals. A Taoist

traditionally goes through a lifetime of training in order to finally purify, transmute, and project

his or her energy into a mystical union with primordial energy, a union that Westerners might

commonly call ‘heaven.’ But to a Taoist this is not a purely psychological or philosophical

exercise. It also demands that the Taoist attempt to transform himself or herself into an

Immortal. The quest for such immortality is a central theme throughout all of Taoist history, and

involves the Taoist undertaking a lengthy energetic transmutation allowing the Taoist to take his

or her place in the Taoist heavens. This is a complicated topic, but it is enough right now to

know that Taoists seek, through the purifying transmutation of their energy, to become what is

termed an ‘Immortal’ (a xian), and to thus take their literal place in the Taoist heavens.1.3 What

is a Taoist?Taoism is a religion with strict entrance requirements. Just as other religions like

Catholicism and Judaism have their requisite rituals of initiation (for example, baptism and bar

mitzvah, respectively), so too does Taoism. To be a Taoist, one must be initiated into a Taoist

lineage. Only after such initiation is one actually a Taoist. Prior to initiation one might be

regarded as a ‘Student of the Tao’ or a ‘Taoist Practitioner,’ i.e., one who seriously studies or

practices Taoism, but not as a ‘Taoist.’It is important to note the implications of this terminology.

Within Taoism there is no laity. Every Taoist is an initiated member of the ‘clergy,’ and it is the

non-Taoist community of Students and Practitioners who fill the equivalent role of laity. People

who worship deities, support temples, and lead lives according to Taoist principles are still not

Taoists. Thus the term ‘Taoist Priest’ should not be taken to indicate someone within Taoism



who has a special status akin to that of a Catholic Priest. It simply indicates a Taoist who fills a

societal priestly function. There is no difference in status between a Taoist Priest and a Taoist;

there is only a difference in social function. Likewise a Taoist Monk or a Taoist Nun is simply a

male or female Taoist who lives a monastic life. These terms do not imply any sense of status,

they merely indicate living conditions. In Taoism, you are either a Taoist, a Student/Practitioner,

or an outsider.During initiation the new Taoist receives Taoist ‘register’ or a list of spirits to be

envisioned, talismans to summon them, and mantra/mudra to command them. These things

are fundamentally important to the performance of ritual commonly required of Taoists. They

are bestowed directly from the new Taoist’s initiator, who is often the Taoist’s father but in all

cases is the Taoist’s new ‘Master.’ The Master is now responsible for the education and

development of the new Taoist, which also helps to ensure that the new Taoist properly utilizes

his or her initiatory bequeathal. Lineage is central to Taoism.Formal initiation into a lineage is

itself only the beginning of Taoist learning. After initiation, Taoists commonly learn to meditate

on the writings of Taoist philosophers, to obey the rules of Taoist ritual, to play ritual music, to

sing ritual songs, and to dance ritual dances. The actual achievement of these or similar goals

could take a Taoist many years (or a lifetime!) of diligent work. Until that day, however, while

one is technically a Taoist, one is also no more than a humble beginner. To be a Taoist is not

the same as being an expert Taoist!To simply ‘follow the tao’ does not make one a Taoist in any

meaningful or traditional sense. In fact, to ‘follow the tao,’ regardless of whether that entails a

philosophic or mystical quest for oneness, or a heightened awareness of nature or reality,

ignores Taoism’s fundamental nature and structure. It is not a matter of how much goodness is

in your heart or how devoutly you seek the tao in your everyday life. Although such a path may

lead to tremendous spiritual advancement, it cannot replace initiation.This concept may

unfortunately upset many honest and sincere people who have dedicated their spiritual efforts

to finding and following the tao. But the tao is a philosophical concept that can be applied to

any situation. There is a tao to every process, and a tao to every religion. Catholic Priests,

Jewish Rabbis, and Muslim Imams all try to follow the tao as they understand it. Taoism, on the

other hand, is a specific, ancient, and well-defined religious tradition. To be a Taoist is to be an

officially accepted (i.e., initiated) member of that religious tradition.Some people may actually

prefer a spiritual practice revolving around their personal understanding of the tao, and might

prefer to ignore the dictates and traditions of Taoism. This would be a personal choice, and one

that everyone, including Taoists, should respect. But after having made such a choice, one is

definitely not a Taoist. A better term to describe someone who follows such a spiritual practice

might be a ‘tao-ist,’ i.e., ‘one who follows the tao,’ as opposed to a ‘Taoist,’ which signifies an

initiated member of the Taoist religion.Many people in the West have adopted various isolated

forms of Taoist practice. Again, however, learning an internal martial art, feng shui,

acupuncture, qigong, or even a type of Taoist meditation does not make one a Taoist in any

meaningful or traditional sense. These are all activities beloved by Taoists, but they do not

define Taoists. Only initiation does so. A Buddhist who practices taiji quan or qigong is still a

Buddhist and not a Taoist!Although becoming a Taoist would require going far beyond any

individual practice, you should not take this as a discouragement. Anyone who wishes to

cultivate a more Taoist lifestyle will be well-served by the adoption of such practices. Moreover,

the issues of initiations, registers, and titles are more appropriately reserved for very

experienced practitioners. Until a very advanced stage of practice is reached it is not

necessary to concern oneself with them. Most Westerners can make fantastic progress along a

traditionally Taoist path for many years before these issues become important. Seekers should

first focus on building a solid foundation for their continuing studies. Titles ideally reflect



spiritual elevation, but never confer it.1.4 Modern Taoist HistoryIn order to understand the

Taoism you are likely to encounter today, either in Asia or in the West, you will need to

understand something of Taoism’s somewhat tragic modern history. It is a history that was

almost witness to the complete destruction of Taoism as a living tradition, yet has in recent

decades seen a dramatic restoration of Taoist practice and spirit across the globe.Taoism’s

modern history really starts in 1644 (in China modern history can start in 1644!). In that year

the Ming Dynasty fell in dramatic fashion to the new Qing Dynasty. The new Qing rulers,

however, were not ethnic Chinese. The Qing came from Manchuria. Not only did the people of

Manchuria historically favor Buddhism, but Taoism had also taken on nationalistic overtones

that were not appreciated by China’s new foreign rulers. Moreover, Taoism was also associated

with secret societies, and such societies had played an important role in previous dynastic

revolutions. To make matters even worse, Western powers became involved in China during

this period, and these colonial interests were stridently supportive of Christianity at the

expense of native Chinese traditions.For all of these reasons, Taoism found itself out of favor in

Qing China. It was during the Qing Dynasty that Taoism began a centuries-long slide to the

brink of extinction. The Qing Emperors’ general distrust of Taoism served to lower the level of

Imperial support received by Taoist communities. Amidst this process of lessened support, the

Qing suffered a decadelong revolt in the mid-19th Century called the Taiping Rebellion (taiping

geming). The revolt was led by Hong Xiuquan, who believed himself to be the younger brother

of Jesus Christ.These ‘Christian’ rebels controlled roughly half of China for roughly a decade.

In the areas under their control, they took particular delight in destroying non-Christian

infrastructure. Many Taoist communities were burnt to the ground, and many treasures were

lost.With a significantly destroyed infrastructure and reduced government support, Taoism

began the difficult task of rebuilding. For the next seventy-five years or so, Taoism crawled

forward as best it could, although the Qing government had become so impoverished that

practically all Imperial support for Taoism had been halted.In 1938, the Japanese Imperial

Army invaded China and quickly conquered the eastern and northeastern segments of the

country. This again brought terrible misfortune to Taoist communities in those areas. Many

temples were destroyed in the fighting, and Japanese programs to conquer and control the

Chinese populace destroyed many more. Particularly hard hit were the temples and

communities around Mao Mountain in Jiangsu Province. These ancient sites were almost

totally destroyed for the second time in less than a century.After World War II ended, China

was engulfed in a bitter civil war between the Nationalists and the Communists. Taoism, for a

variety of reasons, was associated with the Nationalist cause. The Communists, however, won

the civil war in 1949 and quickly moved to illegalize religion. According to Taiwanese

researcher Shen Ping-wen, over the next ten years the number of Taoists (meaning Taoist

initiates) was reduced from over five million to fewer than 50,000, a reduction of 99%! Many

were sent to work camps, many were forced to renounce religious life, and many were even

killed. Temples were destroyed or, at best, converted to non-religious uses. Religious life in

China came to a near standstill.If Taoism had not suffered enough already, China’s Cultural

Revolution (wenhua da geming) erupted in 1966. Originally conceived by Mao Zedong, China’s

supreme political leader, as a campaign to rid the government of his political enemies, it quickly

turned into uncontrollable mass chaos wherein everything old or traditional was scorned. Huge

gangs of teenage thugs roamed the countryside burning and looting temples as a testament to

their devotion to Chairman Mao. Very little of Taoism survived this tumultuous decade, and

almost all Taoists were either eliminated (killed, sent to work camps, or forced to renounce

religious vows) or driven into extreme hiding.In 1979-80, under the new leadership of Deng



Xiaoping, China ushered in a new era of relative openness and reform. The country had simply

grown too tired of revolutionary chaos. This new era came as Taoism teetered on the brink of

extinction. A tradition that had started in the 2nd Century A.D., and had been based upon the

very roots of ancient Chinese culture, had been repressed and beaten for so long that it could

not have withstood another single blow.At that time, Western academia doubted that Taoism

had survived. A great deal of Taoist tradition is oral, and must be passed from Master to

student. Yet for over 30 years no students had been openly trained. A Taoist born in 1910 and

apprenticed to an experienced Taoist in 1925 was just entering spiritual maturity when Taoism

was outlawed in 1950. Since that time he would have led either a tortured or extremely difficult

non-religious life. Now he would be an old man. Could he overcome his psychological scars?

How much would he remember? Could he be convinced to return to religious life? Where

would he practice, as very few temples were functioning? Would his community support his

return? Would China’s youth have any desire to learn his ancient secrets?Since that time,

Taoism has developed beyond the critical stage. There is a functioning group of Taoists,

including a dwindling but still significant number of pre-revolutionary Taoists, who have

reclaimed religious lives, temples, and communities. The Chinese government, while still

exerting a great deal of repressive control over Taoism, has grudgingly allowed the tradition to

recover. Taoists now practice within one of two government-defined classifications, Zhengyi

(Orthodox Unity) and Quanzhen (Complete Perfection). In overly generalized terms, the former

places a slightly greater emphasis on ritual and talismanic practice, while the latter places a

slightly greater emphasis on meditation and internal cultivation. The important point is that

Taoists, while still burdened by governmental interference, are again publicly practicing and

reclaiming their traditions. Overseas Chinese communities in Hong Kong and Taiwan, assisted

by international Western organizations such as the Taoist Restoration Society, have provided

great assistance to Taoism in this recovery. Taoist communities have taken root outside China

and in the West. Taoism is slowly being restored to its rightful place among the world’s great

active religions. Some parts of the Taoist tradition have undoubtedly been lost, but Taoism

possesses sufficient critical mass so as to enable the tradition to repair and revive itself. Your

support and interest in Taoism can only contribute to that process.1.5 Gender, Race, & TaoismI

would like to make one final, important point regarding the nature of Taoism:One’s gender and

race are completely unrelated to one’s ability to become a wise and powerful Taoist, or to

beneficially and vibrantly incorporate Taoism into one’s spiritual life.Taoism is extremely clear

on this point.The Taoist Heavens are populated by countless beings. The pantheon is

exceptionally vast. If we examine ancient Taoist paintings and murals, we can plainly see that

these multitudinous Heavenly Beings and Immortals are represented as having come from a

wide variety of racial backgrounds. Some have dark skin, some have typical Asian skin tones,

and some have skin that is whiter than white. Hair types also range from extremely curly to

extremely straight. Some of the Taoist Gods even claim descent from non-Chinese deities!

(See the synopses of the Taoist deities Erlang and Li Nezha in Chapter 2.2 – Pantheon).Some

people may even assume that one must be an ethnic Chinese in order to become a Taoist. The

Chinese characteristics of Taoism, however, are cultural and not racial. Taoism was founded

and primarily developed within the context of traditional Chinese culture and society. It is only

natural for Taoism to retain a great deal of that influence. That does not mean that only ethnic

Chinese people can be Taoists or practice Taoism. It means that whomever would do so must

be comfortable and familiar with Chinese culture, not that they must be of Chinese originMany

of the world’s great religious traditions also accord women a somewhat lesser status than is

accorded men. This is not so in Taoism. In China there is a saying, ‘Women hold up half the



sky,’ and that saying is fully endorsed by Taoism.There are many very important female Taoist

deities, including:and many more!Some Taoist traditions, like Complete Perfection Taoism,

have a long history of female initiation. Female Taoists in that tradition are considered to be the

equal of male Taoists, and have their own meditations and internal alchemical practices geared

towards the female energetic system. Other traditions, like Orthodox Unity Taoism, often do not

initiate females. But while there may be restrictions on female Orthodox Unity Taoists, there are

no gender restrictions whatsoever in terms of Orthodox Unity Taoist practice.Several years ago

I met a female Taoist in Jiangsu Province who had devised a wonderful plan for dealing with

the lineal differences regarding the status of women. She was born in an area that was

historically famous as a center for Highest Purity Taoism. From the time she was a small child

she dreamt of becoming a Highest Purity Taoist in the local tradition. Highest Purity Taoism,

however, generally initiates only males as Taoists. So this innovative woman went away and

became a Complete Perfection Taoist. She returned to her hometown, and eventually

reclaimed an old, abandoned Highest Purity Taoist Monastery. She revived the old monastery

as a Complete Perfection Taoist institution. In her personal practice, and in the practice she

started to teach to her female disciples, she adopted as much of Highest Purity Taoism as she

could. She adopted aspects of Highest Purity Taoism’s pantheon, liturgies, prayers,

meditations, rituals, and practices. Her practice developed, and she is now the Abbess of an

ancient nunnery that is a delightful blend of Complete Perfection and Highest Purity Taoism.

This Abbess applied her own ingenuity to authentic Taoist tradition as she knew it, with the

result that her dreams have been fulfilled. While we should all applaud her resourcefulness and

ingenuity, we must also keep in mind that a Taoist Abbess is allowed latitude in transforming

Taoism, while Students, Practitioners, and outsiders are not.Taoism is an extremely inclusive

religion. Not only are all genders and nationalities fully welcomed into Taoism, some Taoist

deities are also severely handicapped (See the synopsis of Li Tieguai in Chapter 2.2 –

Pantheon). Moreover, many Taoist deities were once evil or previously unsuccessful people

who attained spiritual greatness through Taoist application. The heights of Taoism are free to

all who would claim them. The only requirement is your personal dedication.Hall of the Three

Purities – Purple Sheep PalaceSichuan ProvinceCi Hang Temple – Qingcheng

MountainSichuan ProvinceThree Mao Brothers – Mao MountainJingsu ProvinceChapter 2 —

Taoist Worship2.1 Deities, Altars, & DevotionsTAOISM IS FOREMOST a practiced religion.

Religious activity invariably includes worship, and Taoism is no exception.The focal point of

Taoist worship (and almost all Taoist activity) is the Taoist altar (daotan). Almost all Taoist

practices occur in front of, or in relation to, an altar. Many people in the West today approach

altars from a symbolic perspective. They believe that accumulating and organizing powerful

symbols, in coordination with their own sincere intent, will create the energy or results that they

are seeking. Although this approach may work in some cases, Taoism approaches its altars

from a literal perspective, as a sanctified space where communion and interaction with Taoist

deities, spirits, and energies can occur. An altar statue is thus not only a symbolic

representation of a deity, but also represents the literal, actual deity.Taoist altars are used to

venerate and communicate with a host of ‘spirits,’ ‘gods,’ or ‘deities.’ Taoism sees these beings

as effecting changes in nature, and in the harmonious interaction of the human microcosm with

those macrocosmic changes. These beings are mostly unseen, but are entirely real to the

Taoist, who therefore venerates them.Religious devotions (baishen) are among the primary

daily activities of a Taoist. Taoists pray to open the day, and then again to close it, welcoming

and thanking the Heavens for that which is greater than man. Morning and evening prayer

sessions are among the most special and energetically charged times at Taoist temples and



monasteries. I have never met anyone who claimed to love Taoism who did not place these

times among his or her absolute favorites. With daylight either beginning or ending, Taoists

gather in a main hall to play their traditional instruments as thick incense carries their chanted

prayers towards the Heavens. Those who do not play an instrument or perform a ritual simply

kneel in respect, and lend their voices and their devotion to the groups’ efforts. Our own

Western society might do well to imitate this ancient custom, as would anyone who wants to

cultivate a more Taoist lifestyle.Many Taoists also utilize personal shrines in addition to these

communal rituals and chanted liturgies every sunrise and sunset. This allows for a more

intimate relationship with any chosen deity. While a main hall within the temple is used for

communal ritual and devotion, many Taoists frequently express their veneration for their deities

at their personal altars throughout the day or night, as their practices demand.Chaoyang Cave

– Qingcheng MountainSichuan ProvinceTaoist devotions, however, are not usually directed

towards the tao, abstract nature, the universe, or some other similar entity. Taoists worship a

broad pantheon of mostly anthropomorphic deities. There are too many deities in the Taoist

pantheon to render an accurate accounting. Although there are a variety of ‘major’ deities who

are almost universally worshipped by Taoists, specific decisions regarding which deities to

venerate are generally made according to regional and lineal traditions. Only after those

concerns are met would a Taoist normally exercise personal preference. Non-Taoists, however,

will be unburdened by these influences, and will be free to select the focus of their devotions

based upon intuition and instinct.Taoist practices and regimens differ widely from area to area,

lineage to lineage, and person to person. There are some Taoists for whom worship will play a

more important role in their practice, and some for whom it will play a lesser role. But

absolutely all Taoists engage in the veneration of deities.2.2 PantheonTaoists conceive of their

pantheon as a mirror image of traditional Chinese society. There is a clearly defined leader, a

large hierarchical bureaucracy supporting that leader, and a complex system of ritual and

custom that must be observed in order to create an atmosphere and energy under which this

entire system can thrive. Those deities who succeed within this system may be rewarded (i.e.,

elevated to a higher position), while those who transgress are usually punished (i.e., possibly

demoted or given redeeming tasks.). Taoism’s pantheon of deities is a constant work-in-

progress. Occasionally, although not very often, deities fall into disuse and obscurity. More

often, however, deities are added to the pantheon. How does someone or something become a

deity? This happens in a variety of ways. One of the more common methods is for a famous

individual person to pass away and to be acclaimed a newly minted Taoist deity by respected

Taoists. These Taoists would base their acclamation upon various ‘signs’: perhaps the method

of death, combined with the known experience and knowledge of the recently deceased Taoist;

perhaps after receiving some information during meditation or via some other psychic avenue.

Traditionally, a petition would then be made to government and religious authorities, who would

review the case and render a decision.Not all Taoist deities were once human beings, let alone

Taoists! Some deities have only existed in the spirit realm. Another method for discovering

such a deity was for someone to deliver a message while under possession by a given deity. A

common sight in traditional temples was once a ‘planchette,’ a small sandbox with an

overhanging instrument used for writing in the sand. There were Taoists who specialized in

possession writing and others who specialized in the reading and interpretation of such writing.

Countless Taoist deities have left messages via this method, which still continues to this day in

some societies (particularly in Taiwan and in Southeast Asia). (See Chapter 3.4 –

Divination)Regardless of the method used, once a new deity had been discovered, or a new

position for an existing deity had been discovered, the government and religious authorities



were petitioned to proclaim the event. If such a petition were successful, a new deity would be

formally included in the Taoist pantheon. Even without a successful petition, a discovery could

gain sufficient momentum within popular religious society that the authorities would eventually

be forced to relent.Different sects, regions, and individuals view the pantheon in different

manners. Not all Taoists are in exact agreement on all aspects of the pantheon. (Are all Taoists

ever in exact agreement on all aspects of anything? If you ever have evidence of this, please

take notes or a photo, as you will be witnessing a unique historic moment!) Taoists do have,

however, a general consensus on the basic elements of the pantheon. The highest deities are

generally believed to be the Three Purities. The Three Purities, however, are so elevated that

they function almost like elemental forces. They do not usually have the same interaction with

the human world as do lower-ranking deities. Beneath the Three Purities is generally

considered to be the Great Jade Emperor. He is more anthropomorphic than the Three

Purities, and is a counterpart of the earthly Chinese Emperor. He is the highest authority in

terms of the ongoing operation of the Taoist heavens. In modern terms, the Three Purities can

be seen as the Chairmen of the Board, while the Great Jade Emperor can be seen as the

Chief Executive Officer. Below the Great Jade Emperor are realms of different deities, most

with specific functions, and many with retinues of valets and assistants.The following are

synopses of many of the more important and well-known Taoist deities. Interpretations vary

amongst Taoists, and sometimes change over time, but the following are fairly standard

summaries:Bai Yuchan: See Five Southern PatriarchsCao Guojiu: See Eight ImmortalsChang

E Chang E is the Moon Goddess. She lives on the moon, and her story is a sad one. She and

her husband had been Immortals in the heavenly realm. Due to a mistaken offense by her

husband, they were banished to the earth as mortals. Her husband made an arduous and

dangerous trek to find the Queen Mother of the West. He succeeded, and begged for

forgiveness. The Queen Mother of the West took pity on this good-hearted man and gave him

a magic immortality elixir. Taken in one dose, it would elevate one person to heavenly

immortality. Taken in two doses, it would give two people earthly immortality. He brought the

elixir back to his wife, and waited for an auspicious day for them to reclaim earthly immortality.

As he slept, however, his wife drank all the elixir! She became a heavenly Immortal, but for her

greed and trickery she was banished to the cold and dark moon, where she lives in a lonely

palace with a white rabbit. Because she had to face her husband’s great anger at being

cheated out of immortality, Cheng E is venerated by unhappy or abused wives. Chang E is

often depicted with very white skin, to reflect the dark, cold atmosphere of the moon. She is

traditionally worshipped on the night of the Mid-Autumn Festival (15th day of the 8th lunar

month).Chen Nan: See Five Southern PatriarchsChen Tuan Chen Tuan (906 – 989 A.D.) was

a famous T’ang Dynasty Taoist who was regarded as an expert in both internal and external

alchemy. He spent most of his career at Hua Mountain (see Chapter 5.4 — Taoist Pilgrimage),

and is one of the most famous Taoists ever produced by that mountain. Taoists naturally

believe that Chen Tuan’s expertise enabled him to become an Immortal upon his physical

death.Ci Hang Ci Hang is a revered Taoist ’Mercy God,’ and is sometimes considered an

emanation of Taiyi Jiuku Tianzun or Guan Yin. His name literally translates as ‘Benevolent

Deliverance.’ He is a member of a group called the ‘Twelve Golden Immortals,’ who are

disciples of Taoism’s absolute highest deity, The Celestial Worthy of the Primordial Origin, or

the Jade Purity. Ci Hang seems to be most popular in southwestern China. He is commonly

depicted with a thousand hands and eyes, and riding a nine-headed golden lion.City Deities

Taoism has long recognized that every city has a protective deity (a cheng huang) whose

responsibility is to protect the local populace, to ward off disasters, drought, etc. When helping



the passage of deceased souls, Taoists often must first make a presentation to the local City

Deity. The City Deity from any given location is also usually thought to be the direct supervisor

of the Land/Earth God from that same area, and to report to the Eastern Mountain

Emperor.Constellation Deities Taoists long ago divided the ancient Chinese sky into twenty-

eight zones or constellations, with seven in each of the four directions. Taoists further believed

that each such division was ruled over by a particular deity. These very ancient stellar deities

are thought to have an important role in regulating heavenly movements and energies, and in

their interaction with earthly counterparts.Dark Emperor of the North Great Emperor Xuanwu

is variously called Great Emperor Zhenwu (due to an imperial proscription against using the

word ‘xuan’), Dark Emperor of the North, Great Emperor of Perfected Martiality, North Lord

Xuanwu, Lord Black, Lord of Black Martiality, etc. He is one of the most widely revered Gods of

traditional China, ranking in popularity behind only Guan Yin and Guan Gong. The God is

usually depicted in black robes, holding a sword and sometimes wearing a jade belt. His long

black hair flows freely down his back (Most Taoist deities are only shown wearing a hat or with

bound hair). Great Emperor Zhenwu is always depicted with a tortoise and a snake, sometimes

beneath one of his feet. He is revered as a powerful God, able to control the elements

(worshiped by those wishing to avoid fires), and capable of great magic. He is particularly

revered by martial artists, and is the ‘patron saint’ of Wudang Mountain in China’s Hubei

Province, where he allegedly attained immortality. The name ‘Wudang’ roughly translates as

‘only Zhenwu deserves it.’ Great Emperor Zhenwu’s birthday is celebrated on the 3rd day of the

3rd lunar month, and his ascension as a Taoist immortal is celebrated on the 9th day of the 9th

lunar month.Dragon Kings Taoists believe there are a large number of Dragon Kings, with

some saying there are 185. The primary Dragon Kings are the Dragon Kings of the Four Seas,

and the Dragon Kings of the Five Directions. In addition to these Dragon Kings, any locality or

body of water may have its own Dragon King. The main responsibility of the Dragon Kings is to

regulate waterways and rainfall, and in doing so to take orders only from the Jade Emperor

himself. Taoists will still pray to the Dragon Kings during times of drought. Taoist complexes

may have separate temples dedicated to Dragon Kings, but Dragon Kings may also be

relegated to outdoor shrines located near temple wells or nearby rivers. Dragon King Shrines

are also some of the few Taoist shrines that are commonly without statuary or other physical

representations. Perhaps the Dragon Kings, like the tao itself, are indescribable.Du Guangting

Du Guangting (850 – 933) was a Taoist during the last years of the Tang Dynasty and into the

Five Dynasties era. He was a Confucian scholar who undertook a roaming Taoist lifestyle upon

failing the Imperial examinations for governmental service. His first stop was Mount Tiantai,

where he undertook initiation and gained national fame for his Taoist knowledge. Later in life

Du moved to Qingcheng Mountain in Sichuan and spent his remaining time in deep canonical

study. He was the leading figure in a major recodification of the Numinous Treasure Taoism

liturgy, and his work became reflected in almost all subsequent forms of Taoist ritual. His

brilliant canonical synthesis provided a great contribution to the spread of Taoism. Du wrote

many famous Taoist books, the most famous of which is the Life of the Man with Curly

Sideburns.
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